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Abstract. In the present paper, a new protocol for authentication and key dis-
tribution is proposed. The new protocol has the aim to achieve a comparable
performance with the Kerberos protocol and overcome its drawbacks. For
authentication of the exchanged messages during authentication and key distri-
bution, the new protocol uses the Message Authentication Codes (MAC) to ex-
change the Diffie-Hellman components. On the other hand, the new protocol
uses nonces to ensure the freshness of the exchanged messages. Subsequently,
there is no need for clock synchronization which will simplify the system re-
quirements. The new protocol is analyzed using queuing model, the perform-
ance analysis of  the new protocol shows that the new protocol has a
comparable performance with the Kerberos protocol for short messages and
outperforms it for large messages.

1   Introduction

In recent years, many applications that require the exchange of sensitive information
over public networks increase considerably. This introduces the need of two require-
ments: firstly, the need for providing authenticity of the communicating parties and to
ensure the freshness of the exchanged messages. Secondly, the need to ensure the
security of exchanged information. In literature, many protocols for authentication
and key distribution were given. While some of them use symmetric key techniques,
the others use public key techniques to distribute a symmetric key. Examples of the
first method are: the Kerberos protocol [1, 2], and the Kryptoknight protocol [3]. On
the other hand, examples of the second method are: the SPX protocol [4, 5], and the
authenticated Diffie-Hellman protocol [6]. Among the above protocols, the Kerberos
protocol achieves a widespread use especially for UNIX environment. This is due to
the fact that it uses symmetric techniques; therefore, it leads to a better performance
over the other protocols.
   In the present paper, a new protocol for authentication and key distribution is pro-
posed. The new protocol, which is named AUTHMAC_DH, is based on work done in
[7, 8] and has the aim to achieve a comparable performance with the Kerberos proto-
col and overcome its drawbacks [9]. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, a
description of the new protocol is detailed. In Section 3, expressions for the perform-
ance analysis of both the Kerberos protocol and the new protocol were derived. In
Section 4, numerical results of the new protocol are discussed. Finally, the paper
concludes in Section 5.
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2   AUTHMAC_DH: A New Protocol for Authentication and Key
Distribution

The Kerberos protocol is based on the exchange of symmetric key between the com-
municating parties using symmetric key encryption. Therefore, in case of compromise
of messages exchanged during authentication and key distribution, all subsequent
communication will be susceptible to disclosure. Besides the above feature, to ensure
the freshness of the exchanged messages, timestamps are used. Consequently, the
need for synchronizing all clocks of the system, which is a difficult problem, becomes
a vital requirement. To overcome the abovementioned drawbacks, the new protocol
uses the Message Authentication Codes (MAC) as in KryptoKnight protocol to ex-
change the Diffie-Hellman components as in the authenticated Diffie-Hellman proto-
col. Since, the compromise of messages exchanged during authentication and key
distribution will lead to the disclosure of the Diffie-Hellman components. Therefore,
the attacker cannot calculate the symmetric key used between the communicating
parties (the difficulty of computing discrete logarithm for a large modulo number is a
well-known problem in number theory). The use of MAC will fasten the proposed
protocol. On the other hand, the new protocol uses nonces to ensure the freshness of
the exchanged messages. Subsequently, there is no need for clock synchronization
which will simplify the system requirements.
   In order to achieve the goals of authentication and key distribution, a third-party
called the Security Manager (SM) is incorporated into the system. The SM stores all
the Diffie-Hellman components of all registered users and it shares a symmetric key
with all users. Each station needs to store its Diffie-Hellman secret and the symmetric
key shared between it and the SM. Fig. 1 shows the steps required to perform authen-
tication and key distribution. The steps of the protocol are described in the following
paragraphs.
Step 1: When client A wants to communicate with server B, it sends to the SM a mes-
sage consisting of: A’s identity ‘A’, B’s identity ‘B’, and a nonce Na.
Step 2: After receiving A’s request, the SM calculates the MAC of the following
messages:
 - The symmetric key shared between SM and A ‘KSM,A’, A, B, Na, the Diffie-
Hellman component of A ‘axmodp’, and the Diffie-Hellman component of B ‘ay-

modp’.
- The symmetric key shared between SM and B ‘KSM,B’, A, B, Na, a

xmodp, and ay-

modp. Then, it sends to both A and B a message consisting of:  A, B, Na, a
xmodp,

aymodp, MAC(KSM,A, A, B, Na, a
xmodp, aymodp), and MAC(KSM,b, A, B, Na, a

xmodp,
aymodp).
Step 3: Upon receiving the reply of the SM, both A and B authenticate the receiving
message using the MAC appended in the reply. A ensures the freshness of the re-
ceived message using Na. Then, A and B calculate the symmetric key axymodp which
will be used to encrypt subsequent communication between them. Next, B generates a
nonce Nb and  sends to A a message consisting of Na and Nb both encrypted using
axymodp. After receiving B’s reply, A decrypts the message of B, and compares be-
tween the nonce included in the message and the nonce generated by it ‘Na’. If they
are equal, this implies that B can calculate axymodp. Therefore, A authenticates B.
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Step 4: A sends to B a message consisting of Nb encrypted using axymodp. Upon re-
ceiving the reply of A, B authenticates A by decrypting the reply and comparing be-
tween the nonce included in the message and the nonce generated by it ‘Nb’. After
completion of the abovementioned steps, both A and B authenticate each other, and
share a symmetric key axymodp. The proposed protocol has the following advantages
over the Kerberos protocol:

- It does not rely on timestamps which simplify the system requirements.
- Since, the Diffie-Hellman components are exchanged during authentica-

tion and key distribution and not the symmetric key itself as in the Ker-
beros protocol. Therefore, the compromise of messages exchanged during
authentication and key distribution does not lead to the disclosure of the
symmetric key used between A and B.

   In the next section, expressions for the performance analysis of both the
AUTHMAC_DH and the Kerberos protocols will be derived.

Step 1: A sends to the SM a request to communicate with B
Transmitted message of Step1: [A, B, Na]

Step 2: The SM broadcasts its reply to both A and B
Transmitted message of Step2: [A, B, Na, a

xmodp, aymodp,
 MAC(KSM,A, A, B, Na, a

xmodp, aymodp),
 MAC(KSM,B, A, B, Na, a

xmodp, aymodp)]
x : Diffie-Hellman secret of A
y : Diffie-Hellman secret of B
a, p : Diffie-Hellman parameters

Step 3: A authenticates B
Transmitted message of Step3: [Na, Nb]a

xymodp
Step 4: B authenticates A

Transmitted message of Step4: [Nb]a
xymodp

Fig. 1. Steps required during authentication and key distribution for the AUTHMAC_DH pro-
tocol

3   Performance Analysis of the AUTHMAC_DH and the Kerberos
Protocol

In order to derive the performance expressions, the following assumptions are made:
number of clients = m and the number of servers = n. All clients are identical and
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have the same statistics. The same is true for the servers. The client requests a service
from the server at rate  requests/sec. The rate of messages exchange between the
client and the server is v messages/sec. Messages exchanged between clients and
servers are of exponential distribution with mean length equals to L bits. Symmetric
encryption is done using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [10] with rate
TAES bits/sec. Calculation of the Diffie-Hellman components is done using the Chi-
nese remainder theorem [11] with rate TDH bits/sec. Message authentication codes
are calculated using the UMAC algorithm [12] with rate TMAC  bits/sec. The net-
work capacity = C bits/sec. In the following subsections, expressions for the perform-
ance analysis of the AUTHMAC_DH and the Kerbros protocols will be derived.

3.1   Performance Analysis of the AUTHMAC_DH Protocol

Fig. 2 illustrates the time sequence diagram of the AUTHMAC_DH protocol. The
steps of the protocol are given in Section 2. According to Fig. 2, the mean message
time Tmes for transmitting a message from a client to a server is given by:

Tmes=
r

1
{E[Wc1]+Sc1+Wn1+tn1+E[Wsm]+Ssm+Wn2+tn2+E[Ws1]+Ss1+Wn3+

               tn3+E[Wc3]+Sc3+Wn4+tn4+E[Ws2]  +Ss2}+
                  E[Wc4]+Sc4+ Wn5+tn5+ E[Ws3]+Ss3      (1)
where,

   r is the number of transmitted messages between the client and the server using the
key calculated in the key distribution phase, Wc1 is the waiting time in the client queue
(A) before processing the request for the communication with the server (B), Sc1 is the
time required for processing the request of A to communicate with B, Wn1 is the
waiting time in the network queue, tn1 is the time required for transmitting the request
of A to the SM, Wsm is the waiting time in the Security Manager (SM) queue before
processing the request of A, Ssm is the time required to calculate the UMAC of (KSM,A,
A, B, Na, a

xmodp, aymodp), and the UMAC of (KSM,B, A, B, Na, a
xmodp, aymodp)],

Wn2 is the waiting time in the network queue, tn2 is the time required for transmitting
the SM reply to both A and B, Ws1 is the waiting time in the server’s queue before
processing the reply of the SM, Ss1 is the time required to calculate the UMAC of
(KSM,B, A, B, Na, axmodp, aymodp), to calculate axymodp, and to encrypt (Na, Nb)
using the AES cipher, Wn3 is the waiting time in the network queue, tn3 is the time
required for transmitting the server’s reply to A, Wc3 is the waiting time in the client
queue before processing B’s reply, Sc3 is the time required to decrypt(Na, Nb), and to
encrypt (Nb) using the AES cipher, Wn4 is the waiting time in the network queue, tn4 is
the time required for transmitting A’s reply to B, Ws2 is the waiting time in the
server’s queue before processing the reply of A, Ss2 is the time required to decrypt
(Nb), Wc4 is the waiting time in the client queue before encryption of the message
transmitted to B, Sc4 is the time required to encrypt a message of length L using the
AES cipher, Wn5 is the waiting time in the network queue, tn5 is the time required for
transmitting the message from A to B, Ws3 is the waiting time in the server’s queue
before processing the message of A, and Ss3 is the time required to decrypt A’s mes-
sage.
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   In order to calculate the mean message time, the following assumptions are made:
A’s identity = B’s identity = 8 bits, Na = Nb = 16 bits, axmodp = aymodp = axymodp =
512 bits, KSM,A = KSM,B = 128 bits, the encryption block of the AES = 128 bits, the
output block of  UMAC algorithm = 32 bits, and TAES = 20TDH = TMAC/5. Ac-
cording to the previous assumptions, the following parameters are calculated: Sc1 = 0
(since it involves no encryption), Ssm = 476/TAES, Sc2 = 10478/TAES, Ss1 =
10510/TAES, Sc3 = 48/TAES, Ss2 = 16/TAES, and Sc4 = Ss3 = L/TAES.For Simplicity
the following assumptions are made: Wc1= Wc2 = Wc3 = Wc4 =E[Wc], Ws1= Ws2 = Ws3

= E[Ws], and Wn1= Wn2 = Wn3 = Wn4 = Wn5 =E[Wn]

Fig. 2. The time sequence diagram for the AUTHMAC_DH protocol

For the client queue: The client is modeled as an M/G/1 queue. It has to be noted that
the key calculated in the authentication and key distribution phase ‘axymodp’ has a
length of 512 bits. Therefore, four keys each of 128 bits could be extracted from these
512 bits. Each key could be used  r’ times between the client and the server (i.e. r =
4r’). The client    queue    has    the    following    parameters:  the   arrival  rate  client

= (number of arrivals per ticket/lifetime of the ticket)*number of servers  = λ)n4r’(3 +

= 
4r’

)nv4r’(3 + , the mean service time Tclient = c4S
34r’

4r’
)c3Sc2Sc1(S

34r’

1

+
+++

+
=

3)TAES(4r’

L4r’10497

+
+ , and the traffic intensity client = 

TAESr’

L)r’nv(2624 + . For M/G/1 queues, the

waiting time is given by [13, Eq. (2.65)]:

E[W] = 
)-2(1

]2E[

ρ
τλ (2)

   where  is the traffic intensity,  is the mean arrival rate, and E[ 2] is the second
moment of the service time and is equal to:

E[ 2] = 
23)TAES(4r’

2Lr’8109790788

+

+
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Substituting into Eq. (2), the average waiting time E[Wc] is equal to:

E[Wc] = 
)

TAESr’

L)r’nv(2624
(12TAESr’

)2Lr’9nv(1372384
+−

+   (3)

For the server queue: The server queue is modeled as an M/G/1 queue with the fol-
lowing parameters:

server =  
2r’

)r’2mv(1 + , Tserver = s3S
24r’

4r’
)s2Ss1(S

24r’

1

+
++

+
 = 

)TAES1(2r’

Lr’25263

+
+ , server =

TAESr’

L)r’mv(2632 +
, and E[ 2]= 

2)TAES1(2r’

2Lr’255230178

+

+ . Substituting into Eq. (2), the average

waiting time E[Ws] is equal to:

E[Ws] = 
)

TAESr’

L)r’mv(2632
(12TAES2r’

)2Lr’9mv(2761508
+−

+  (4)

For the Security Manager queue: The SM queue is modeled as an M/D/1 queue with

the following parameters: sm =  
4r’

mnv , Tsm = 
TAES

476 , and sm= 
TAESr’

120mnv
. For M/D/1

queue the average waiting and service time is given by [13, Eq. (2.63)]:

E[w+s] = 
)1(

/2-1

ρµ
ρ
−

(5)

   where  is the traffic intensity to the queue, and is its service rate. Substituting into
Eq. (5), the average waiting and service time E[WSM+ SSM] is equal to:

E[Wsm+ Ssm] = 

TAESr’

120mnv
1

)
TAESr’

60mnv
-(1

TAES

476

−
    (6)

For the network queue: The network queue is modeled as an M/G/1 queue with the

following parameters: network  =  
r’

1)mnv(r’+ , the  mean  packet length =  
1r’

Lr’300

+
+ ,

Tnetwork =  
1)C(r’

Lr’300

+
+ , network =  

Cr’

L)r’mnv(300 + , and E[ 2]= 
2)C1(r’

2Lr’2314176

+

+ . Substi-

tuting into Eq. (2), the average waiting time E[Wn] is equal to:

E[Wn] = 
)

Cr’

L)r’mnv(300
(12Cr’

)2Lr’mnv(157088
+−

+ (7)
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    The mean message time Tmes given in Eq. (1) can be now calculated using Eqs. (3,
4, 6, and 7):

Tmes = 
TAESr’

Lr’22644 +  + 
Cr’

Lr’300 +
 + 

TAESr’

120mnv
1

)
TAESr’

60mnv
-(1

TAESr’

120

−

+

)
TAESr’

L)r’mv(2632
(12TAES24r’

)2Lr’91)(2761508mv(2r’
+−

++ +
)

TAESr’

L)r’nv(2624
(12TAES22r’

)2Lr’91)(1372384nv(2r’
+−

++

    + 
)

Cr’

L)r’mnv(300
(12C2r’

)2Lr’1)(157088mnv(r’
+−

++ (8)

3.2   Performance Analysis of the Kerberos Protocol

Fig. 3 shows the time sequence diagram of the Kerberos protocol. For more informa-
tion about the Kerberos protocol, the reader could refer to [1]. The steps of the proto-
col are summarized below:

Step 1: A sends to the AS a request to communicate with B
Transmitted message of Step1: [A, B]

A : A’s identity B : B’s identity
Step 2: The AS sends its reply to A
Transmitted message of Step2:
        [Tas, L1, Ka,b, B]Ka,as, [Tas, L1, Ka,b, A]Kb,as]

Tas : timestamp generated by AS
Ka,b : symmetric key between A and B
L1 : lifetime of Ka,b

Ka,as : the symmetric key between A and AS
 Kb,as : the symmetric key between B and AS
Step 3: A sends to B the AS’s reply

Transmitted message of Step3: [A, [Tas, L1, Ka,b, A]Kb,as, [A, Ta] Ka,b

Ta : timestamp generated by A
Step 4: A authenticates B

Transmitted message of Step4: [A, Ta+1] Ka,b

   According to Fig. 3, the mean message time Tmes for transmitting a message from a
client to a server is given by:

Tmes = 
r’

1
{E[Wc1]+Sc1+ Wn1+tn1+ E[Was]+Sas+ Wn2+tn2+ E[Wc2]+Sc2  +

                Wn3 + tn3 + E[Ws1] + Ss1 + Wn4 + tn4 + E[Wc3] + Sc3}
                +E[Wc4]+Sc4+ Wn5+tn5+ E[Ws2]+Ss2 (9)

   where,
   r’ is the number of transmitted messages between the client and the server using the
key transmitted in the key distribution phase, Wc1 is the waiting time in the client
queue (A) before processing the request for the communication with the server (B),
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Sc1 is the time required for processing the request of A to communicate with B, Wn1 is
the  waiting time in the network queue, tn1 is the time required for transmitting the
request of A to the AS, Was is the waiting time in the Authentication Server (AS)
queue before processing the request of A, Sas is the time required to encrypt (Tas, L1,
Ka,b, A), and (Tas, L1, Ka,b, B) using the AES cipher, Wn2 is the waiting time in the
network queue, tn2 is the time required for transmitting the AS reply to A, Wc2 is the
waiting time in A’s queue before processing the reply from the AS, Sc1 is the time
required to decrypt (Tas, L1, Ka,b, B), and to encrypt (A, Ta) using the AES cipher, Wn3

is the waiting time in the network queue, tn3 is the time required for transmitting A’s
reply to B, Ws1 is the waiting time in the server’s queue before processing the reply of
A, Ss1is the time required to decrypt (Tas, L1, Ka,b, A), to decrypt (A, Ta), and to en-
crypt (B, Ta+1) using the AES cipher, Wn4 is the waiting time in the network queue,
tn4 is the time required for transmitting B’s reply to A, Wc3 is the waiting time in the
client queue before processing B’s reply, Sc3 is the time required to decrypt(B, Ta+1)
using the AES cipher, Wc4 is the waiting time in the client queue before encryption of
the message transmitted to B, Sc4 is the time required to encrypt a message of length L
using the AES cipher, Wn5 is the waiting time in the network queue, tn5 is the time
required for transmitting the message from A to B, Ws2 is the waiting time in the
server’s queue before processing the message of A, and Ss2 is the time required to
decrypt A’s message.

Fig. 3. The time sequence diagram for the Kerberos protocol

   In order to calculate the mean message time, the following assumptions are made:
A’s identity = B’s identity = 8 bits, Tas = 24 bits, L1 = 8 bits, Ka,b = 128 bits, and the
encryption block of the AES = 128 bits. According to the previous assumptions, the
following parameters are calculated: Sc1 = 0 (since it involves no encryption), Sas =
336/TAES, Sc2 = 200/TAES, Ss1 = 232/TAES, Sc3 = 32/TAES, and Sc4 = Ss2 =
L/TAES. For Simplicity the following assumptions are made: Wc1= Wc2 = Wc3 = Wc4

=E[Wc], Ws1= Ws2 = E[Ws], and Wn1= Wn2 = Wn3 = Wn4 = Wn5 =E[Wn].
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For the client queue: The client queue is modeled as an M/G/1 queue with the fol-

lowing parameters: client =  
r’

)nvr’(3 +
, Tclient =

3)TAES(r’

Lr’232

+
+ , client = 

TAESr’

L)r’nv(232 + ,

and E[ 2] = 
23)TAES(r’

2Lr’241024

+

+ .Substituting into Eq. (2), the average waiting time E[Wc] is

equal to:

E[Wc] = 
)

TAESr’

L)r’nv(232
(12TAESr’

)2Lr’nv(20512
+−

+            (10)

For the server queue: The server queue is modeled as an M/G/1 queue with the fol-

lowing parameters: server =  
r’

)r’mv(1+ , Tserver =  
)TAES1(r’

Lr’232

+
+ , server = 

TAESr’

L)r’mv(232 + ,

and E[ 2] = 
2)TAES1(r’

2Lr’253824

+

+ . Substituting into Eq. (2), the average waiting time E[Ws]

is equal to:

E[Ws] = 
)

TAESr’

L)r’mv(232
(12TAESr’

)2Lr’mv(26912
+−

+
           (11)

For the Authentication Server queue: The AS queue is modeled as an M/D/1 queue

with the following parameters: as =  
r’

mnv , Tas = 
TAES

336 , and as = 
TAESr’

336mnv . Substi-

tuting into Eq. (5), the average waiting and service time E[WSM+ SSM] is equal to:

E[Was+ Sas] = 

TAESr’

336mnv
1

)
TAESr’

168mnv
-(1

TAES

336

−
           (12)

For the network queue: The network queue is modeled as an M/G/1 queue with the

following parameters: network=  
r’

)4mnv(r’+ , the mean packet length = 
4r’

Lr’584

+
+ ,

Tnetwork = 
)4C(r’

Lr’584

+
+ , network= 

Cr’

L)r’mnv(584 + , and E[ 2] = 
2)C4(r’

2Lr’2154176

+

+ . Substi-

tuting into Eq. (2), the average waiting time E[Wn] is equal to:

E[Wn] = 

)
Cr’

L)r’mnv(584
(1Cr’

)Lr’mnv(77088

2

2

+−

+            (13)
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   The mean message time Tmes given in Eq. (9) can be now calculated using Eqs. (10–
13):

Tmes = 
TAESr’

Lr’2464 +  + 
Cr’

Lr’584 +  + 

TAESr’

336mnv
1

)
TAESr’

168mnv
-(1

TAESr’

336

−

+
)

TAESr’

L)r’nv(232
(12TAES2r’

)2Lr’3)(20512nv(r’
+−

++ +
)

TAESr’

L)r’mv(232
(12TAES2r’

)2Lr’1)(26912mv(r’
+−

++

+

)
Cr’

L)r’mnv(584
(1Cr’

)Lr’4)(77088mnv(r’

22

2

+−

++            (14)

4   Numerical Results and Discussions

In the previous section, formulas for the mean message time for both the
AUTHMAC_DH and the Kerberos protocols were derived. In order to obtain per-
formance curves, the following assumptions are made: the number of clients m = 150,
the number of servers n = 15, and the number of transmitted messages between the
client and the server r’ = 10. In the present paper, the performance is analyzed for the
following case:

- Two message lengths are assumed: one for short messages where L = 1000
bits and the latter for large messages where L = 1 Mbits.

- Two encryption speeds are assumed: one for low encryption speed where
TAES = 1 Mbps and the latter for high encryption speed where TAES = 1
Gbps.

- Two network rates are assumed: one for low network rate where C = 1 Gbps
and the latter for high network rate where C = 10 Gbps.

   In the following paragraphs, performance comparison between the proposed proto-
col and the Kerberos protocol will be given.
   Figs 4–7 depict Tmes versus v for Kerberos, and the proposed protocol. Figs 4 and 5
are plotted for L = 1000 bits. Figs. 4.a and 4.b are plotted for TAES = 1 Gbps, while
Fig. 5 is plotted for TAES = 1 Mbps. Figs 6 and 7 are plotted for L = 1 Mbits. Fig. 6
is plotted for TAES = 1 Gbps, while Fig. 7 is plotted for TAES = 1 Mbps. All (a)
figures are plotted for C = 10 Gbps, while all (b) figures are plotted for C = 1 Gbps.
From the figures, the following remarks can be deduced.:
1. For short messages(L = 1000 bits) and high encryption speed (TAES = 1 Gbps),

two cases are examined: one for a transmission rate C = 10 Gbps and the latter for
C = 1 Gbps. The following remarks could be deduced:

- For C = 10 Gbps, the Kerberos protocol has a better performance than the
new protocol. This is shown in Fig. 4.a. For short messages and high en-
cryption speed, it could be concluded from all the queues of both the Ker-
beros protocol and the new protocol that the Kerberos protocol has a better
performance over the new protocol.
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- For C = 1 Gbps, the new protocol outperforms the Kerberos protocol as
illustrated in Fig. 4.b. This is due to the fact that, as the network speed de-
creases, the performance becomes network dependent. Moreover, it could
be concluded from the network queues (Eqs. 7 and 13) that the network
time of the new protocol is less than that of the Kerberos protocol.

2. For short messages and low encryption speed (TAES = 1 Mbps), the Kerberos
protocol has a better performance than the new protocol as illustrated in Fig. 5.
This results from the fact that for low encryption rates, the performance becomes
dependent on the server’s queue. From the server queues (Eqs. 4 and 11), it is
clear that for short messages, the server’s waiting time in the Kerberos protocol is
less than that of the new protocol.

3. For large messages (L = 1 Mbits), the new protocol outperforms the Kerberos
protocol (Figs 6–7). This results since, for large messages, both the network and
the server queues of the new protocol have a better performance over the Ker-
beros protocol for both low encryption speed and high encryption speed. The
same conclusion could be applied for both high network speed and low network
speed.
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Fig. 5. Tmes versus v for L=1000 bits and TAES=1 Mbps:
     a. C = 10 Gbps b. C = 1 Gbps
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5   Conclusions

In the present paper, a new protocol for authentication and key distribution called the
AUTHMAC_DH is proposed. In order to provide authentication of the exchanged
messages during authentication and key distribution, the AUTHMAC_DH protocol
uses the Message Authentication Codes (MAC)  to exchange the Diffie-Hellman
components. Since, the compromise of messages exchanged during authentication and
key distribution will lead to the disclosure of the Diffie-Hellman components and not
the symmetric key itself. Therefore, the attacker cannot calculate the symmetric key
used between the communicating parties. This feature is considered as an advantage
over the Kerberos protocol in which the disclosure of messages exchanged during
authentication and key distribution will lead to the disclosure of the symmetric key
used between the communicating parties. It has to be noted that the use of MAC will
fasten the proposed protocol. On the other hand, the AUTHMAC_DH protocol uses
nonces to ensure the freshness of the exchanged messages. Subsequently, there is no
need for clock synchronization which will simplify the system requirements which is
considered as a second advantage over the Kerberos protocol. Performance expres-
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sions for both the AUTHMAC_DH and the Kerberos protocols are derived using
queuing model analysis. The performance is evaluated for several conditions: both
short and large messages are examined, also the evaluation is considered for high and
low encryption speeds, finally the analysis is undertaken for low and high network
speeds. The performance analysis shows that the AUTHMAC_DH protocol has a
comparable performance with the Kerberos protocol for short messages and outper-
forms it for large messages. In conclusion, besides that the AUTHMAC_DH protocol
has a comparable performance with the Kerberos protocol, it overcomes its draw-
backs.
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